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CHAPTER 8:
Fight and flight

T

HE SENTRIES ON THE OUTER WALLS were the first to die. There
was a kind of purity to the violence. Like dominoes they fell—larynxes
crushed, throats cut, necks broken—with each kill performed in
successive silent choreography, so that no single death alerted the next line
of guards before they too were quietly dispatched and dragged from view.
The killers swept in from the cliffs that ran along one side of the walled
township under cover of night. Unseen, they rappelled down from the tops
of the tall furred trees to the crumbling embrasure that bordered an old
abandoned temple at the edge of town. The instant they landed, they detached
their wirelines and became smoke, dissolving into the silhouetted topography
of the rooftops. Feather-footed, they flitted along the bowed ridges, curved
eaves and layered pagodas like a ripple of black ink. Slaying more unsuspecting
samurai sentries as they went, they eventually came to pause beneath the
shadow of a large terracotta-tiled gambrel.
The squadron of ninja poised above the main compound of House Aoyotaka.
Broken pieces of a faint gibbous moon slid out from behind a drift of dark
clouds to cast the tiered rooftops in monochromatic light. Like some broken
china plate haphazardly reassembled on a black tablecloth, the shattered
satellite hung low in the sky, its long, dusted tail a perpetual reminder of the
apocalyptic event that had obliterated it aeons ago.
The fortified township of Aodaisho was built on sloping foothills. It was
girded by a high cliff steeped with towering pines on one side and stepped rice
paddies on the other. To the north-east lay the Greenwood, a vast expanse of
dense forest that carpeted the landscape for hundreds of thousands of square-ri
before it crinkled and turned threadbare, rubbing up against the stone feet of the
Yoonawari Ranges. Nearby, the Saiga River stretched eastward, winding through
farming fields and on to the merchant port of Tinkertown. The port represented
the last stop before the river turned south and finally bled out into the Great
Lake of Ao. But if one were to trace the river in the opposite direction, it twisted
north to the Annexed Provinces, Pelagian Bay and the north-western coastline
of the mainland. South-west and south-east of Aodaisho sprawled the rival river
fiefdoms of House Obanaiga and House Otsukagi, their two territories bisected
by the Long Road that ultimately led all the way to the Southern Citadel.
The fertile soils of Aodaisho were arguably the least of its riches. Off in the
distance, approximately twenty or so ri from the township and dominating
the western horizon, rose the megalithic hulk of a Fallen Ark. The Antediluvian
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starship was said to have plummeted from the heavens hundreds of thousands
of years earlier during the Great Calamity, the same cataclysm that had destroyed
the moon. The ark had left a mighty furrow in the surface of the earth before
finally wedging itself between two large hills. Its wreck now resembled the
abandoned husk of a giant alien cicada. Over the millennia, its interior had
been picked clean by salvage crews, treasure hunters and junker outfits, but the
gigantic alloy skeleton remained more or less intact. As with most ships of its
ilk, its ancient fuel cells remained operational. These cells had been tapped by
successive generations of tinker crews, providing the township of Aodaisho and
its surrounding province with a perpetual energy source for thousands of years.
The presence of the ark also bestowed House Aoyotaka and its subjects with
enviable status. After all, there were only six known locations of Fallen Arks—five
of which were accessible by land—so to live proximal to such a primeval artefact
was considered both good fortune and a great honour. It was for these reasons
that the Fallen Ark of Aodaisho was an asset long coveted by neighbouring
samurai dynasties whose own lands were not blessed with a wreck of their own.
Other than an old ruined temple, a garish residence belonging to a local
wealthy merchant, and a large water tower that jutted up from the town
square like a raised fist, the most prominent structure on the skyline was the
Aoyotakan fortress. A palatial shinden-zukuri building, it featured multiple
tiers of bowed rooftops, spined crests and wide-brimmed eaves, encircled
by immaculate gardens and reinforced stone walls. The main gates included
a heavy iron portcullis and draw-bridged moat. In that sense, the fortress was
both designed and stocked to withstand a siege lasting several years. What it
could not offer protection from, however, was infiltration by those for whom
the scaling of high walls offered nothing but advantage.
As the shattered moon slipped behind another herd of grey clouds, the ninja
squadron mobilised. There were eighteen of them. Merging from multiple
vectors, the black figures surrounded the central complex, dispatching every
sentry they encountered with the same ruthless efficiency as before. One
of the shinobi, their leader, was a slender, steely-eyed man who moved with
feline grace. He wore matte-grey shozoku armour and a faceplate of smoky
metal. As the rest of the ninja took up position, the leader raised his hand.
The squadron blended instantly back into night.
The leader gazed down. His ash-coloured eyes glinted in the moonlight.
Below, in the manicured gardens of the mansion quadrangle and along its
interior verandas, several guards patrolled, oblivious to the ninja’s incursion.
Each sentry wore the crimson-coloured uniforms, black sashes and yellow
wyvern insignia that branded them as Aoyotakan samurai.
The leader gave a barely perceptible nod. His shinobi descended in deadly
synchrony, silently slaying the samurai.
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The hiss of steel slipping scabbard.
The dull flash of soot-blackened blades.
The cough of raven-fletched arrows.
The flit of shuriken.
The spurt of blood rendered oily by the starless night.
Cries were cut off by garrotte, knife or elbow to the throat. Bodies were
caught as they crumpled. One by one, the patrolling samurai were dragged from
sight as they fell; legs twitching, eyes bulging. The ninja squadron then fanned
out across the garden, extinguishing lanterns as they went. Coalescing like
a black stain at the entrance to the main house, they crouched, preparing to
penetrate the central residence.
Silence. Then a birdcall. The leader’s second signal.
Very quietly, the ninja began to remove their armour and faceplates. They
left only their swords and shuriken belts tied at their waists, stuffing everything
else into black satchels, including their grappling ropes, incendiary devices
and other equipment. Once they finished stripping, each shinobi now wore
identical robes: a simple tunic woven from a light-blue fabric and a mask
that only revealed their eyes. Their garb would have been unremarkable if not
for the stylised emblem that adorned the sleeve of each tunic. The emblem
depicted an abstract figure: half-woman, half-tree, its long, willowy hair fell in
waves while its legs and feet morphed into roots.
The ninja pulled their swords and waited, ready.
The leader dropped like a cat from the rooftop. He padded across the
courtyard and up to the heavy oak doors. Unlike the others, he remained in
his smoke-coloured armour and steel face-plate. He paused, listening for a long
breathless moment. Satisfied their breach had gone undetected, he tilted his head.
The ashen eyes glinted. ‘Blow the door.’

Jensu’s belly was full. He sat back, content, as servants removed the plates and
Hatu closed the screen after them. Nayina resumed her place at the other end
of the table beside Kiyoshi and Keiichi. Rearranging her kimono, her eyes
twinkled. ‘Beloved husband, now that we have eaten, I have a small request.’
‘Oh dear, here we go,’ Jensu grinned. ‘I shudder to think what such
uncharacteristic sweetness might preface.’
‘As you well know,’ Nayina continued undaunted, ‘tomorrow is market day.’
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She winked at the twins, who seemed to be watching the exchange between
their parents with keen interest.
The daimyo adopted a tone of mock gruffness. ‘I am well aware. It is the day
that I, perhaps unwisely, allow all the foreign merchants, junkers and artisans to
ply their unscrupulous trade in our town square. What of it?’
‘Well, as luck would have it, my network of spies informs me that a new
shipment of Melusian silk will be arriving.’
‘Ah. Your spies, you say? Fascinating.’ Jensu’s mouth moved sideways to
better conceal his smile. ‘Here I have an entire province to run, and what
intelligence does my beloved wife elect to keep me abreast of?’
‘Matters of vital importance, I assure you.’
‘No doubt. Meanwhile, I have wild rumours of warrior monks infiltrating
the far north, a nest of savages in the Ferrous Gorges to run down and crucify,
and an Inquisitor creeping through the riverlands of the Spill with a host of
fanatics as his escort. Sometimes I wonder, my love, what would your dusty old
ancestor, Uur the Undying, make of the priorities of his beautiful descendant?’
‘Jensu!’ Nayina gave him a look of mild horror. ‘The Emperor sleeps!’
The daimyo acknowledged her admonishment with a smile. His wife had
been raised in the capital most of her life so was yet to shed many of the
more common Citadelian superstitions surrounding the hibernating emperor.
Like Jensu’s elderly generals, she considered it both bad karma and blasphemous
to utter He Who Sleep’s true name aloud, especially when in polite company.
‘Yes, yes, the Emperor sleeps.’ He waved off the old saying. ‘But surely you see
I have far more pressing concerns than the local trade in over-priced kimonos?’
Nayina pretended to pout. ‘Just as my lord surely would not want his wife
and children to go naked?’
‘His wife, most definitely.’
She laughed, blushing.
‘Very well, have Hatu accompany you,’ Jensu relented. ‘The wily old devil may
be able to haggle a better price.’
‘I doubt that, my lord.’ Hatu offered a mild cough. ‘The lady is renowned for
charming even the most miserly of the silk pedlars.’
Keiichi piped up. ‘Father, can we go too?’
‘Yes, can we?’ Kiyoshi shot his father an equally pleading look.
As one, they added. ‘Please?’
Jensu pretended to weigh his decision, but Nayina beat him to it. ‘My love,
as the lady of House Aoyotaka, surely it is only proper that I be escorted by two
of your best young samurai?’
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Sheltering another smile, Jensu gave a brusque nod. ‘Hatu-san, it appears my
lovely wife has out-matched me once again. Make sure both my sons are…’
He stopped suddenly, frowning.
‘Hatu? What is it? Your face…’
The old servant had half turned towards the shoji screen. His ear cocked, he
raised his hand for silence. ‘Forgive me, Jensu-sama,’ he said. ‘I thought I heard
something…’
They all froze at the sound of a muffled scream. The cry was abruptly cut off
as a mighty explosion shook the entire house. A moment later it was followed
by multiple shouts and cries. Another shriek. The ring of steel on steel.

The daimyo leapt to his feet with his katana drawn. He could already feel dread
pooling in his gut. He locked eyes with Hatu as the old servant pulled a knife
from his robes and gestured at the two boys in concern.
‘My lord? The twins,’ Hatu urged. ‘We must get them to safety.’
Jensu cursed and nodded, turning immediately to Nayina. ‘Here, take this.’
He removed his wakizashi blade from his sash and pressed it into her shaking
hands. ‘You are samurai. You know how to use it.’
Nayina took the weapon reluctantly. ‘But, Jensu, what are you going to do?’
‘Take our sons. Now!’
‘Please, come with us.’
‘I cannot. Now, you must go. Quickly.’
‘Father, what’s wrong?’ Huddled against Nayina, Kiyoshi and Keiichi looked
up at Jensu with big eyes. They spoke in unison. ‘What’s happening?’
‘Go with your mother, boys,’ Jensu answered, giving Nayina a firm look. ‘Use
the inner passage. Head for the rear servant stables. Take the horses and hide in
the forest. I shall find you. Go now!’
Colour fleeing her face, Nayina obeyed. Without another word, she shunted
the frightened twins out a side screen and disappeared down a narrow corridor
that ran between the panels of the main house.
An instant later, the screen to the dining room was ripped aside. Four bluegarbed figures crouched, their swords high and bloody. Hatu gasped. Before
he could move, one of the masked men plunged his katana deep into the old
servant’s chest.
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Letting out a roar, Jensu struck. His blow severed both arms of the assassin
above the elbow. The masked man screamed, his stumps spurting.
The second assassin went to leap backwards, but Jensu pivoted through his
upstroke. He opened the intruder from groin to sternum. The man shrieked as
his entrails slopped onto his feet in a jumbled heap. Jensu silenced him with
a slash across the throat. The assassin fell.
Stepping over the bodies of the two assassins, the daimyo moved into the outer
room. The remaining pair of killers glided away; swords glinting, eyes narrowing.
Hatu made a croaking noise from where he had collapsed against the broken
screen. His hands flapped at the gaping hole in his chest and he gazed up at
Jensu in bewilderment. A stream of scarlet flowed from his mouth. He tried
to say something but failed. A moment later, all light left the old servant’s eyes
and he went still.
Jensu felt his fury rise in a red tide. He lifted his blade.
Swords dancing, the assassins came at him.

Nayina was halfway down the hidden passageway when she froze at the sound
of awful shrieking. Kiyoshi and Keiichi stared up at her, trembling, their eyes
wide with fright.
‘Mother? What is that?’
She bent, shushing them. With a slash of the long knife, she split her
kimono at the hem to free her legs. Then, snatching both their hands, she urged
them along the passage as the clamour of swords and carnage filled the house
around them.
They had only gone a few steps when they spun at the sound of paper
ripping, wood splintering and men grunting. A young samurai guard and a bluemasked assailant crashed through one of the shoji panels behind them, engaged
in pitched battle. Casting a look over her shoulder as she fled, Nayina caught
the samurai’s eye as he fought the intruder. She recognised him as one of
Hidetado’s personal guards, and recalled how he had escorted Kiyoshi and
Keiichi when they went out falconing with the old hatamoto a few weeks earlier.
The young samurai was bleeding from a deep wound in his shoulder, but it was
the look on his face that told Nayina all she needed to know.
House Aoyotaka had fallen. They were lost.
Abandoning any attempt at stealth, she ran harder, pulling the terrified boys
behind her.
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The masked man exploited his opponent’s moment of distraction. Twisting,
he drove an elbow into the younger man’s wound. The samurai cried out and his
grip loosened on the other’s wrist. A needle-like dagger flicked. The samurai’s
forearm flopped; its tendons severed. The assassin hissed in triumph and shifted
weight, plunging his stiletto hilt-deep into the samurai’s ear.
The killer was up off the slumping samurai in a flash. He caught a glimpse of
Nayina and her sons as they rounded a corner in the passage. He grinned and
leapt after them.

Nayina and the twins burst out a side door into a small anterior yard and
through a pebbled garden. She was halfway across when a dark shape dropped
from the roof in front of her. All she saw was a masked face and a raised blade.
Without pause or thought she whipped the wakizashi across her assailant’s eyes.
A scream. A scarlet arc sprayed her face. Her attacker fell, writhing in the
gravel.
Spotting the tiny wooden trapdoor built into the stone wall, Nayina skidded
to a halt in a shower of pebbles. She threw the latch and pitched the petrified
boys through the hatch. They peered back at her with pale, stricken faces.
‘Run, boys,’ she urged. ‘Wait for me in the trees.’
Kiyoshi’s gaze shifted to a shadow behind her. ‘Mother, WATCH OUT!’
Instinctively, Nayina dropped face first into the stones just as a katana bit
deep into the trapdoor frame above her, embedding itself in the dense oak.
Her attacker tried to yank his weapon free, cursing. Nayina rolled, thrusting
upwards with the short sword.
Another high, agonised screech. The masked man who had pursued her along
the corridor stumbled away, clutching at the red fountain erupting from his
groin.
Nayina slide the wakizashi back into her sash, wrenched the stuck katana
free, and dove through the hatch. She came to her feet and wiped the blood
from her eyes, blinking as she looked around in desperation. She could still
hear the shrieking of the two masked men on the other side of the wall, but
her sons were nowhere to be seen.
Her adrenaline spiked. Kiyoshi and Keiichi, which way did you go?
Nayina eventually spotted their frightened faces staring out at her from
a darkened line of low brushes that bordered the compound. She sprinted down
the damp grass of the estate’s surrounding lawns towards them.
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A series of bird-whistles sounded from the fortress rooftops behind her. Several
dark shadows peeled from the walls of the main complex and gave silent pursuit.

The two blue-robed killers circled the daimyo like a pair of mongooses stalking
a cobra. Jensu balanced on the balls of his bare feet, reading their feints with
his katana held high. Meanwhile, a cacophony of battle cries, ringing steel and
screams continued to rage throughout the house,
The assassins struck as one. As Jensu predicted, one intruder came at him
high while the other went for his legs. He parried the lower blow while gliding
under the other assassin’s blackened sword. Expecting his sword to meet steel,
the shinobi was thrown fractionally off balance. Jensu lashed out with his foot,
kicking the man to the ground.
The killer rolled and sprang to his feet. Under his mask, his scowl darkened.
A third masked man slunk into the room, sidling in from another angle.
‘You wish to die too, dog?’ Jensu barked a laugh. ‘Come then, let’s see how well
you sneak about in your women’s socks with my grandfather’s blade twisting in
your gut.’
Blades windmilling, all three assassins converged on the daimyo.
Jensu deflected each blow, then dropped to his knees and spun. His tricked
katana flashed. With a single two-handed blow, he bisected one man at the hip.
One of the assassins caught a gout of arterial spray in his eyes as he tried to
dodge the toppling torso of his colleague. He stumbled backwards, momentarily
blinded. Jensu pushed his advantage. Somersaulting along the floor, his katana
leapt up and cut through the man’s hand at the weapon’s hilt. The assassin cried
out, his sword dropping. Still rolling, Jensu caught the handle of the blade in
mid-air. Coming to his feet, he cut diagonally down through the injured ninja’s
shoulder with his own sword and deep into his chest cavity.
The man lolled, a gush of scarlet erupting from his clavicle. He collapsed,
dragging Jensu’s sword down with him.
As the third killer rushed at the daimyo’s exposed side, he only twigged that
his companion’s fallen blade had somehow materialised in Jensu’s other hand the
same moment his own momentum skewered him on it. Impaled through the
mouth, his teeth chattered on the metal.
Jensu drove the katana home, out the back of his neck. The assassin’s legs
folded. The daimyo pirouetted and claimed his head.
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Panting, Jensu bent to try and wrench his own sword free. Somehow, the
tricked blade had become stuck fast in the torso of the dead man. Steel grinded
on the corpse’s collarbone, but he could not pull it out. He looked up, cursing,
just as the sounds of battle in the house came to an abrupt stop.
‘SAMURAI!’ He bellowed. ‘REPORT TO ME!’
There was a series of heavy thuds. Something round, heavy and bloody was
bowled into the room. Jensu batted the object away with his sword on instinct,
only realising what it was once it came to a halt. A severed head. Its eyes drooped
unevenly, its mouth was a downturned rictus, while its skull was covered in tufts
of thin white hair matted by blood.
Jensu gasped. The head belonged to his oldest general, Minayoto Zyoma.
Several more thudding sounds. Another ten heads bounced across the floor
towards him. Jensu stared down at each of them, aghast.
Zyoma.
Sajime.
Mirashige.
Borotai.
Pakamochi.
Dasamune.
Shihegaru.
Takeaki.
Jukimura.
Yoshigone…
His entire council of generals. Everyone except Hidetado.
‘I do believe that’s more or less everyone present and accounted for, is it not?’
A familiar voice spoke. ‘Don’t look so horrified, Lord Aoyotaka. History would
suggest that you’re partial to the gifting of traitors’ heads, no?’
As five more masked figures ghosted through slices in the paper screens and
began orbiting the daimyo with their swords held high, the owner of the voice
glided into the room behind them. Jensu saw the leader was not dressed in the
same light blue-coloured robes as the others. Instead, he wore armour made of
matte-grey lamellar, the uniform shozoku of his shinobi clan. One shoulder bore
a white crest; the unmistakable emblem of a tall triangular mountain, its snowy
peak scarred.
The sigil of the Yamayohei ninja clan.
It was only then, unable to free his grandfather’s tricked blade from the slain
assassin’s corpse, that Jensu accepted he was a dead man.
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‘YOU!’ He pointed the other katana in outrage at the grey-eyed ninja leader.
‘You seem surprised, Jensu?’ The leader gestured at the other masked assassins
in their light-blue tunics in a mocking tone. ‘You asked me to find you Blue
Robes, so I found you Blue Robes.’
The leader lifted a finger on his gloved hand, and his ninja stepped away,
sheathing their swords with an audible hiss. He gave a bitter, humourless
laugh; like broken glass being ground underfoot. ‘If you could only see the
look on your face, old friend.’

Lady Nayina, Keiichi and Kiyoshi fled through the darkened trees. They came to
a large moss-covered log and stopped, their breath ragged. Nayina pulled both
boys down into a hollow underneath the log and held a shaking finger to her lips.
They huddled, following their mother’s eyes as she flicked them upwards.
Several dark figures flitted through the branches of the trees overhead.
She waited for their pursuers to pass, then leaned close and risked a whisper.
‘Listen, we must pause here a moment. Make them think we’ve fled deeper into
the forest. Do you understand?’
The twins nodded. Waiting a few more breathless heartbeats, Nayina turned
and pointed. Through the trees, a low wooden structure adjoining the main
compound was dimly visible.
‘The stables, do you see them?’
‘Yes, mother.’
‘Good. Go now.’ Her whisper was white mist in the cold night air. ‘On your
bellies, as quickly and quietly as you can.’
The three of them began crawling along the loamy floor of the forest.

Jensu’s face was pale, beaded by sweat and flecked with blood. But as he squared
off against the grey-eyed ninja, he forced himself to think. He had to create
enough time for Nayina and the twins to escape. That was all that mattered now.
He lifted his chin. ‘Looks to me like you’re still missing a head for your
collection, traitor?’
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‘Two, in fact. But you need not worry,’ the ninja smirked. ‘My shinobi shall
deliver me your hatamoto’s ugly old head soon enough. I promise to mount it on
the gate of your compound alongside your own.’
Jensu spat on the ground. ‘This is how you repay my family’s generosity?’
‘Your definition of generosity clearly differs from mine, Jensu-sama.’ There was
sarcasm to how the ninja enunciated the honorific suffix.
‘This is treason!’ Jensu did not have to feign his fury. ‘I am your daimyo!
I extended you my patronage! My friendship!’
‘Pray, illuminate me.’ The ninja’s katana remained in its scabbard, but his
ashen eyes glinted in cold derision. ‘What good is patronage without protection?
Or friendship without respect?’
The daimyo swallowed. There was a kind of fluid unpredictability to the way
the other man stalked him around the room. His movements reminded Jensu
of a grimalkin; the fearsome reptilian cats that dwelled in the remote Kodai
Wilderness on the other side of the Yoonawari Ranges. As a young man, he
had once hunted such a beast after it began preying on a border village just
inside his father’s fiefdom. A foolish peasant had poached two of the creature’s
eggs, hoping to sell them to a travelling circus. But the grimalkin had followed
the peasant home over the mountains and slaughtered several villagers. It took
Jensu and his samurai weeks before they were finally able to track the creature
down and put a dozen arrows into it. The masked killer that now prowled
the room moved in the same twitching, mercurial fashion as that enraged
reptile once had.
Jensu assessed the circle of shinobi for any opening he could turn to his
advantage. ‘Listen to me,’ he stalled. ‘Once word reached Hidetado of what
happened, his entire company of samurai rode to your people’s aid.’
‘Too little, too late. Your hatamoto’s men were meant to wait and guard
Tanken no Yosei until I returned. We had an agreement, you and I.’
‘May I remind you, you are not samurai!’ Jensu tried another tack. ‘I am under
no obligation to stand guard at the house of every peasant in my fief. As it was,
Hidetado came to your aid immediately. We honoured our alliance, ninja.’
‘Honour?’ The grey-eyed man showed his teeth. ‘If this constitutes the fabled
honour of House Aoyotaka, then I find it sorely lacking. And as for debts,
believe me, I intend to collect upon mine in full.’
Jensu’s shoulders were beginning to ache from holding his sword up, but
he forced himself to keep talking. ‘Tell me what happened. Did your warriors
catch the Hyena war party before they entered the Ferrous Gorges or not?’
‘You ask the wrong question. Rather, you should have asked whether they
were caught in time?’ The ninja reversed direction. ‘And the answer is no.’
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Jensu swallowed once but remained silent, listening.
‘Would you like to hear what those animals did to my little daughter, old
friend?’ There was a crack in the ninja’s voice.
‘That is not necessary. You have my commiserations. No father should ever
have to…’
‘How they made her older brother watch while they took her in turns?’
The leader ceased his circular pacing. ‘My son is the same age as your own
two boys, is he not? Born the exact same day if I recall correctly?’
Jensu clenched his jaw, readying himself. ‘I can only imagine…’
‘NO! No, you cannot!’ Beneath his mask, the ninja snarled. ‘Shall I tell you
how they fucked her bloody first? Or how they then roasted her alive on their
fire pit?’
‘I swear I shall hunt these savages down for you…’
‘I AM NOT FINISHED!’ Tears sprang in the ashen eyes. ‘Shall I tell you how
afterwards… after they cooked my little girl… turning her over their coals like
some forest boar on a spit… how they then… fed part of her… to my son!’
Sickened, Jensu wiped the sweat from his eyes and tried to concentrate.
‘Do you hear me, samurai?’ The shinobi leader pointed his blade, trembling
with rage. ‘THEY MADE HIM EAT!’
The daimyo swallowed but set his mouth hard. ‘You’ve had your vengeance
on the Hyena. None question you were entitled it. Now leave my house. I swear
by the name of Uur Himself, I shall bear you no grudge.’
‘Ah, but I bear you one, old friend.’ The ninja’s hand twitched. ‘I ask again,
what kind of lord leaves his ally’s home unguarded while they fulfil his orders?’
Jensu became defiant. ‘What more do you want from me? Would you have
me kneel before you and grovel an apology? Never! Those borderlands were
yours to guard, not mine, remember? Territories that I permitted your clan
to hold. Had your rangers culled the Hyena like I ordered you to, this tragedy
would never have occurred. Should I blame you for the deaths of those men
left behind to defend your walls? Are your Yamayohei responsible for the
brave Aoyotakan samurai who now lie dead with their faces missing? No!
So, how dare you lay this horror at my feet.’
He spat toward the other ninja. ‘And now? Now, you and your shinobi slink
into my home. A pack of cowardly curs wearing shoddy disguises. You behead
my generals, you slay my samurai, and you murder my innocent servants. You’re
no better than the animals who stole your children. Only now do I see that
Hidetado was right all along – to bandy any more words with a treacherous
snake such as you is beneath me.’ Jensu squared himself, spinning his blade.
‘So shut your mouth and pull your blade, traitor. I’ve heard enough.’
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Beneath his faceplate, the ninja leader’s smile iced over. ‘You first, samurai.’
The daimyo came at him, his borrowed sword flashing.
The ninja side-stepped. With a muted gleam, his katana deflected each of
the samurai’s strikes with effortless grace. A deadly ballet unfolded. Swords
split the air, serpentine and sibilant. Eventually, parrying one of Jensu’s thrusts,
the ninja slipped sideways and swept upwards.
Jensu staggered, paling. A bloody line appeared across his back.
Gathering himself, he renewed his assault with a cry. Again, the ninja blurred
backwards. Answering each of Jensu’s attacks, he feinted and darted in close.
A black sai materialised in his free hand. An instant later, the ninja buried
the pronged weapon deep in the daimyo’s inner thigh.
Jensu gasped and almost collapsed. As blood soaked his leg, he slashed out with
the sword. Dodging the counterstroke, the ninja’s free hand blurred downwards.
Both of Jensu’s wrists broke with a wet crack. He roared in pain, dropping
his blade.
The ninja caught the katana before it even hit the floor, and spun it. Hissing
in triumph, he sent the sword up through the daimyo’s stomach and out
through his back.
Jensu fell to his knees, sagging on the sword. Blood filled his mouth.
He grunted and looked up at his killer.
The ninja’s smile was cold and pitiless. ‘It would seem, Lord Jensu, that you
do kneel after all.’
The ninja bent and wrenched the tricked katana from the body of the other
dead shinobi. Casually, he wiped it clean on the back of the daimyo’s robes.
Jensu groaned in pain, hacking up more blood.
‘A memento, I think.’ The ninja held the blade up to the light. ‘This was your
grandfather’s sword, no? What did he name it again? Ah, that’s right, I remember
now… Tori. The Bird. Perhaps I should use it now to take your head. Fitting, no?’
The ninja lobbed Jensu’s sword over to one of his men who caught it and
promptly stood back. ‘Or not,’ he said. ‘I think in this instance I prefer to use
my own.’
His face a taut white mask, Jensu remained defiant. ‘You have erred badly,
traitor… the Shogun… shall hear of this.’
‘Fool!’ The ninja sneered. ‘Hear of what exactly? If there are any witnesses
to the fall of House Aoyotaka, they will all say the same thing. Unidentified
assassins wearing blue robes crept into Lord Jensu’s compound in the night
and slew him. Robes that bore the sigil of the Abandoned Goddess. At
which point the killers vanished into the night, leaving their arcane symbols
scrawled on the walls of his fortress.’
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Jensu’s eyes widened, understanding too late. ‘Wait, you don’t understand,’ he
gasped. ‘We heard reports… Bloodsippers in the Greenwood… an Inquisitor…
that’s why I ordered Hidetado’s company to leave the fortress… to find them.’
‘You lie, samurai.’
‘No, I swear… please…’ Pain twisted him. ‘My sons…’
The ninja bent behind him, his arm encircling Jensu’s throat. ‘I want you to
know something before you die, old friend,’ he whispered. ‘I’m going to give
your precious twin boys a blade each and make them fight. My ninja shall place
bets on the outcome. And then, whichever one wins I shall gift to the next
B’eyoodin slaver gang that sails down the Saiga River, along with your trophy
wife. It’s a long trip from here to the slave auctions of the Scour, so no doubt
the slavers shall appreciate a little female companionship along the way.’
‘Don’t…’ A tear rolled down Jensu’s cheek. ‘Please, I beg you…’
The ninja’s arm tightened around his throat.
Jensu tried to say something. The pain was very bad now, yet he found himself
focusing at a point on the ground near one wall. At some point during the
battle, a vase had been knocked over and its ikebana arrangement destroyed.
The floor was strewn with flowers, their petals crushed and torn.
I failed you, Nayina. Forgive me…
The ninja snapped his neck, and Lord Jensu Aoyotaka, daimyo of Aodaisho,
leader of the Core Thousand and hero of the Empire, knew no more.
The grey-eyed killer rose and turned to his watching shinobi.
‘Now,’ he breathed. ‘Where is our noble lord’s pretty princess and her two
young cubs? I have a promise to keep my wife.’
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CHAPTER 9:
The stables

T

IMBER CREAKED and horses snorted in the darkened stalls of the
stables. Hunkered in the straw, the twins watched quietly as their
mother tightened a saddle around the belly of a brown mare. The mare
was clearly spooked by the scent of blood, smoke and fear, and Nayina shushed
the flighty animal as it trod at the ground.
‘Mother,’ Keiichi whispered. ‘When will Father come?’
‘Hush.’ Nayina finished bridling the horse. ‘Quickly now. Both of you. Up.’
The twins spoke at the same time. ‘We cannot leave Father.’
She bent to them, keeping her voice low. ‘Listen to me, my brave boys.’
She tried not to let her voice crack. ‘Your father will meet up with us later on
in the forest. He promised us, remember?’
‘What about Uncle Hidetado?’ Kiyoshi pressed.
‘Yes, him too.’
‘And Hatu?’
She hesitated. ‘Yes, Hatu as well. But right now, we must ride. Keiichi, you
first. Up you go. That’s it. Now you, Kiyoshi.’
Once she boosted both boys into the saddle, Nayina led the mare to the
stable door. She risked a peek through the crack. Outside, the night was still.
All the screaming, explosions and sound of ringing steel had fallen eerily
silent from the main compound. Swinging herself up behind the twins,
Nayina leaned forward and murmured a prayer for safe flight in the mare’s ear.
She guided it outside, readying herself.
As Keiichi clung to the pommel, Kiyoshi wrapped his arms around him
tight, pressing his cheek against the back of his brother’s neck.
The horse’s nostrils flared and its tail flicked.
The shattered moon emerged from behind a drift of grey clouds, flooding
the yard outside the stable in desolate light.
The surrounding forest was serenely quiet.
Ahead, the road was a dark, narrow tunnel through the trees.
Kiyoshi looked up at his mother. How he loved her in that moment. So pale, so
fierce, so beautiful. She smiled down at him. Her hand sought his and with one
thumb she moved the small bones in it, squeezing lightly. Her touch was warm.
‘Remember, boys,’ she breathed. ‘Hold on tight…’
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As Nayina drove her heels into the mare’s belly, Kiyoshi sensed something.
Forms shifting in the tree line. Shadows flitting. A faint swishing sound.
Something warm spattered the side of his face.
A thud. The horse startled. For a moment, Kiyoshi wondered if his mother
had dropped something. Still clinging to Keiichi, he looked down and screamed.
His mother’s severed head rolled at the horse’s feet. An instant later, her stolen
katana fell beside it with a clatter. The twins let out a unified wail of anguish
as Nayina’s corpse lolled sideways. It fell to the ground with a heavy thump.
The mare reared, whinnying. Both boys were thrown.
Kiyoshi landed hard on his back.
Winded, he saw Keiichi crawling towards their mother’s corpse; his brother’s
face a rictus of grief and terror. ‘MOTHER, NOOOOO!’
Several dark figures slunk from the forest, closing in.

Over the long, lonely days, months and years to come, the following seconds
were forever etched into Kiyoshi’s brain. In dreams and in daylight, he would
recall with stark clarity how his mother’s eyes had blinked in surprise from the
ground, before rolling back in her skull.
He would picture the perfect circle of her mouth, gaping the way a landed fish
sucks at the air.
He would see again and again the solitary teardrop that shone from her eyelash
like dew on moonlit grass.
And he would replay the sight of his screaming brother fumbling in the dust
to reach her severed head, trying in vain to somehow reunite it with her body.
But as much as Kiyoshi would remember it for being the moment when he
witnessed all that he loved destroyed, it also came to represent something else – it
was the first time he became aware of the coldness. Or at least, that’s how he came
to think of the unnamed latent thing that dwelled inside him.
He felt it click like a hidden spring. A deadbolt unlatched. Or a booby-trap
triggered. Whatever the coldness was, it was unleashed the moment he saw
his mother’s head bounce in the dirt. And just as a part of him was shattered
forever, something else aligned and locked into gear like the inner mechanism of
a terrible clock. For in that single frozen instant, the coldness allowed him to see.
See what was probable. See what was possible. See how the latter could be nudged
towards the former. Bent. Shaped ever so slightly to perform the impossible.
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Do you see? The cold thing that lived inside him did not have a voice, but it spoke
to him all the same. Do you see the way through?
Yes... Kiyoshi’s entire world slowed to a heartbeat. I see...
Without thought, he acted.

Kiyoshi sprang to his feet. He snatched up his mother’s dropped katana in one
hand and spun to face her murderers. From behind the skittish horse, a masked
figure was coming at him in a low run; his sword swept low and dripping red.
Darting forward, Kiyoshi grasped the horse’s loose reins and twisted them
around his forearm. In the same movement he bent, plucking a long, sharp
hairpin from his mother’s head. Before he even knew what he was doing, Kiyoshi
drove the pin deep into the horse’s quivering flank.
The mare screamed and kicked.
Its hoof caught the masked man in the centre of his face, caving it in and
catapulting his body backwards; lifeless as a dry leaf in a strong wind.
Two more shadows ran from the trees, their swords catching the moonlight.
The horse bucked, spinning in a circle. With his forearm still encircled in the
reins, Kiyoshi was lifted off his feet. Windmilling around the distraught animal
in a high arc, he slashed downwards with the sword. The dark figures scattered,
ducking, but two of them were not quick enough.
Kiyoshi felled one man with a deep cut to the back of the neck before burying
the blade in another’s throat. The movement ripped the katana from his grip.
As Kiyoshi was spun in mid-air, the reins unwrapped from his wrist and he
let go. He landed on the balls of his feet and dashed for his brother.
‘RUN, KEIICHI!’ He tore his brother off their mother’s body and grabbed
his father’s wakizashi from the sash in her robes. ‘THE STABLES!’
The mare bolted, terrified. A fresh wave of shadows emerged from the trees,
only to dive out of the way of the charging horse.
The boys reached the stable doors and dove through the gap. Kiyoshi shoved
the doors closed behind them and turned to his brother. ‘Quick, follow me…’
But Keiichi staggered, coughing. Kiyoshi stared at his twin in horror as Keiichi
made a cawing sound and clutched at his throat. An arrow had pierced the back
of his neck and was now jutting out through his windpipe, its triangular head red
and wet under his chin. His eyes bulged. Blood bloomed in his mouth. He fell.
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Kiyoshi screamed. ‘NO!’
Another blue-masked figure slid through the narrow gap in the stable doors.
With his body flattened against the door frame, Kiyoshi slashed at the back of
the assassin’s legs. Tendons snapped like cords, and the man fell screeching
into the straw. Kiyoshi came at him, spitting fury. As the man threw up a hand
to protect himself, the boy brought the long knife down hard.
It split the assassin’s hand in half, then chopped deep into his jaw. The man’s
mouth swung open like a raw hinge; his shriek choked by blood.
Kiyoshi wrenched the wakizashi free and tried to lift Keiichi with his spare
arm. Slipping and sliding on the loose hay and manure-smeared floor, he only
managed to drag him as far as the stable’s rear wall before more masked figures
poured through the door, surrounding them.
Blinded by his tears but still snarling, Kiyoshi brandished the knife.
The killers closed ranks. A circle of blades were raised high.
‘ENOUGH!’ A voice rang out from the shadows.
The masked figures hesitated. Then, as one, they stepped back and bowed.
There was a collective hiss as their swords slid back into their sheaths.
Kiyoshi dragged his brother into his lap and cradled his head. ‘NO, NO, NO,
NO, NO, NO!’ he keened. ‘Keiichi, don’t… please, don’t… I’m here, Keiichi.
I’m here…’
Blood gushed from Keiichi’s mouth. His back arching, he gazed up at Kiyoshi
with a kind of fleeting bewilderment. A spasm shook him. Then his eyes
ceased their rapid flutter.
As his twin’s body went from rigid to limp in his arms, Kiyoshi felt not only
unspeakable grief but an acute physical agony. For a heartbeat, it seemed he
was the one lying there, staring up at himself in terrible askance – as though
it was him, not Keiichi, who was bucking on the straw as he bled out.
He felt himself choking on the arrow in his throat.
Felt the wrongness of it.
Tasted the blood boiling in his throat.
His vision blacking, he tried to hold on as he fell further and further away
from the light, from breath, from sensation.
But the moment that Keiichi’s face settled into stone, it was as if a long, thin,
red-hot wire burned right through the middle of Kiyoshi’s skull, bisecting his
brain, cleaving him in twain. Kiyoshi was thrown instantly back into himself.
Keiichi is dead. How can such a thing be?
Kiyoshi shook his head, moaning. There could be no meaning, no reality
without his twin brother; he might as well try to walk on one leg or clap with
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a single hand. It was incomprehensible. It was not possible. Because who was he
without Keiichi?
I am him. He is me. We are each other. So, this cannot be. This is a mistake. This
is wrong. This is…
In the red rage that rose up inside him like a howling storm, a word came
to Kiyoshi wholly unbidden. A word from another place. A word without any
meaning or reference. Unintended. Unintended. Unintended…
THIS IS UNINTENDED. I AM UNINTENDED. I CANNOT BE!
His grief, his hate, his fury became an unintelligible roar. Leaping to his feet,
Kiyoshi lifted the knife and charged the masked figures.
Behind him, a shadow materialised.
A gloved hand reached out, seeming to barely brush the back of his neck.
Whether it was a mercy or a cruelty, the fingers found the pressure point
they were seeking. Kiyoshi crumpled into instant unconsciousness, and with
it came the blissful relief of unknowing all that had just come to pass.
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CHAPTER 10:
The bathhouse

O

F ALL THE PLACES that Prime-General Hidetado Ierugami ever
expected to meet his end, soaking in a tub of steaming hot water was
definitely not one of them. And yet, the killers must have known to
come for the old samurai while he was relaxing in his bathhouse.
The foundations of the Aoyotakan mansion were built over the site of an ancient
onsen system, and as such had been designed to pipe water directly from the
underground volcanic springs and up into the mansion’s individual residences.
Even then, Hidetado had always resisted installing a private bathhouse in his
quarters throughout most of his middle years as a warrior, deeming it to be an
unnecessary extravagance. This was despite it being entirely in accordance with
his revered standing within House Aoyotaka as hatamoto to have one. But as he
grew older, and all three of his beloved wives had died—the first succumbing to
old age, the second to a canker in her breast, and the third by her own hand—
Hidetado was left rudderless in his grief, unsure of how he might ever find
pleasure again without it feeling a betrayal of what he had once shared with
them. In time, the old samurai came to see his quiet suffering and loneliness,
his flux between feelings of acute loss and vague displacement, as symptomatic
of a more natural decline. This was merely old age, he reasoned. He could either
choose to wallow in it, or embrace his dotage and make the most of it. Thus,
somewhere along the way, his perspective changed and he found indulging in
hot baths to be one of the few luxuries he could allow himself without being
plagued by feelings of guilt or longing for the company of his dead wives.
The bathhouse stood a short distance from the main domicile in which
Hidetado slept and took most of his meals. It was set at the foot of a modest
but well-tended garden on the furthermost corner of the Aoyotakan compound’s
north-eastern wall. While the old samurai never claimed to be much of
a gardener, he took pride in his little garth. The koi that inhabited his modest
pond were plump and playful, the karesansui garden neatly grated, and the
ancient kami shrine at its centre scrubbed clean of lichen and given a fresh
offering of flowers at least once a week.
In one circumspect corner of the garden the hatamoto ordered a small work
shed built. Whenever his duties permitted, it was the one place where he
could happily fritter away the hours, tinkering with the odd trinket or piece
of tricked metal that he might find after browsing the local junker markets.
These projects amounted to little more than the repair of old gadgets and
antique toys; worthless things that served no practical use anymore, no matter
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how ancient their provenance might be. Hidetado told himself it was nothing
but an old man’s silly hobby, yet one he found rewarding for the quietude and
contentment it offered him.
An inconspicuous rear-entrance on the outer wall of Hidetado’s garden led
to an external set of private stables. Its position allowed the hatamoto to come
and go as he liked. Similarly, if and when the mood ever took him (which,
admittedly, was less and less these days), the side door also offered the benefit of
granting discreet entry to the occasional courtesan; thus relieving him of both
the indignity of the lady passing through the main compound and the
subsequent ribbing he would suffer from either his own sons or Lord Jensu once
they heard rumour he had entertained a pillow companion.
As with the slow evolution of any pastime and its attendant proclivities,
Hidetado came to insist his bathhouse’s custom-made ofuro tubs be constructed
of the finest cypress. The scented panels had much steeper sides than other
bath designs, and imbued the heated water with a woody musk that he found
calming. Be it after battle, or a gruelling ride like the one he had just undergone,
or even a less taxing day spent falconing with Jensu’s two young lordlings,
the old samurai desired nothing more than to sink into a steaming ofuro, and
soak away the sweat, mud and blood. He could almost feel all the old familiar
pains and aches in his legs dissolve, the arthritis in his joints dissipate, and any
worries or stresses he might be carrying evaporate with the rising steam.
Monks meditate, warriors worry. Or so the old saying went, Hidetado thought
wryly. It certainly held true for him. Floating there for a good hour or more,
with nothing more to contemplate than the increasing girth of his own belly,
was as close to meditative practice as he ever got.
Hidetado prided himself on ensuring the water temperature was just
short of scalding. Hot enough that any ordinary soul might baulk at
sticking more than a single toe into the water. Lowering oneself into water
that hot required a test of will – indeed, he had come to believe the act of
submerging oneself in an ofuro was a process to be endured as much as it
was savoured. When the old samurai finally emerged from the water, his face
would be flushed, his brow beaded with sweat, and his entire body prickled
pink. He would feel almost light-headed. And that was when he would douse
himself with the bucket of ice-water he kept beside the tub.
These two extremes—the dense heat of the ofuro and the shocking blast
of cold water—had become a daily ritual for the old samurai; one that he
would proudly attest accounted for his longevity, his mental acuity and his
ability to perform better than most men his age in the pillow arts. Whether or
not the latter was strictly true anymore mattered naught, only that when the
freezing water struck the open pores of his flushed skin it was the one moment
in his day when Hidetado felt most truly alive. Indeed, almost young again.
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The hatamoto’s penchant for submerging himself in such ridiculously hot
baths had become legendary, so much so that it was yet another thing he was
teased mercilessly over by those who loved him most. Years earlier, his eldest
son Hojo had caught his father stepping out of his beloved ofuro. Spying
the beatific smile on the old man’s face, the droopiness of his buttocks and
the crimson complexion of his skin, Hojo had doubled over with laughter.
‘Father, you glow redder than a baboon’s smacked arse! And I see your balls
now hang lower than your knees. I am worried you might trip over them and
do yourself injury. I beg you, don a loincloth at once, lest you blind us all with
such horror!’
After that, the tale of the old samurai’s bright-red posterior, dangling testes
and furious expression was embellished countless times over the years until it
bore little resemblance to the actual event. Whenever the story was shared, all
three of his sons, many of his loyal samurai and even Lord Jensu took great mirth
in jibing Hidetado about it, especially when he failed to take their teasing in
good grace.
It was perhaps apt then, that had any of them lived, they might have
gained some small consolation in knowing it would be a combination of the
bathhouse’s thick steam, an unnoticed bucket of ice water, and an errant piece
of soap that would end up saving the old man’s life.

The long ride back from Tanken no Yosei had wearied Hidetado much more
than he expected. He was also deeply worried. The entire unhappy business with
the Yamayohei clan, Masaru and his Huntress wife kept gnawing at his thoughts.
It was made worse by the fact that—just like his father Hiro once had—Lord
Jensu possessed a blind spot when it came to his dealings with the ninja.
It was at that moment, immersed in his bath and unable to relax, that the
old samurai sensed a subtle shift in the light. His ocular had fogged over in
the steam, but he could tell some of the scented hinoki candles lining the wall
had been snuffed out. From the way the flames on the remaining candles were
fluttering, there was clearly a draught coming from somewhere. The servant girl
who scrubbed his back earlier must have failed to secure the door properly.
Ah, what did it matter now? Grumbling, Hidetado sat up with a splash.
He could not relax anyway, so it was time he climbed out. If I soak here any longer,
I’ll soften to mush.
He gripped the sides of the bath and hefted himself up, taking care to steady
himself. At his advanced age, he had learned the hard way to be wary of those
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first few woozy moments when clambering out of a hot bath, lest his creaky knees
folded on him without warning.
It was only as he lifted one leg out, that Hidetado detected a slight displacement
in the steam. Movement. Surprised, he went to turn, thinking perhaps the servant
girl must have remained in the bathhouse and was waiting with his towel after
all. Foolish lass…
The wire garrotte slipped around his neck and drew tight, cutting off his air.
Hidetado’s eyes bugged.
It should really, by any measure, have been the cleanest of kills. Had normal
instinct prevailed, the old samurai’s hands would have flown to his throat to
try and pry the garrotte away, at which point the razor-sharp wire would have
sliced right through his fingers and windpipe, and then on to his spine
unimpeded. Hidetado would have been dead almost instantly, his head all but
severed on the spot. Instead, it was pure luck that saved him.
The ninja believed he had read the outline of the old samurai well enough.
Though it was impossible to see with any clarity through the thick steam, his
target was at his most vulnerable; bent almost double, with one foot in and one
foot out of the bath. Which was why he had chosen that exact moment to dart
in and loop the garrotte around his throat. And yet, in the act of widening his
stance and yanking backwards at the same time, the assassin stepped on a piece
of wet soap lying unseen near the base of the bath.
The ninja’s foot shot out from underneath him and he went down hard,
dragging the old samurai with him. His elbow smashed into the edge of the bath
and his grip loosened. Arms flailing, Hidetado landed on top of his assailant,
knocking the wind out of him.
The ninja grunted. The garrotte slackened.
Hidetado sucked in air with a ragged croak. Before his attacker could recover,
the old samurai’s clutching fingers found the edge of the water bucket and the
wooden ladle sitting inside it. Grasping it, he stabbed blindly, up over the top
of his head.
By sheer fluke, the ladle found the only possible mark to have made any
difference in the contest: the long handle buried itself deep inside his assailant’s
ear. There was a spasm and the ninja went limp.
Hidetado tore the wire from around his throat, choking. Dizzy, he tried to sit
up. Blood spilled down his neck in a hot napkin. He had time to look up as two
more dark figures materialised out of the steam, rushing at him.
So, he thought, surprised at how calm he felt, this is how it ends.
His instincts kicked in. Yanking the short sword from the dead assassin’s
sheath, Hidetado scrabbled backwards on his arse, kicking blindly. Somehow,
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his foot found the bucket. It overturned with a clatter and rolled. Hearing the
rattling object but unable to see it in the steam, one of the assassins leapt to clear
it but his foot caught the hooped handle instead.
The second assassin fell hard, coming down face first on top of the old samurai’s
legs. He raised his knife, spitting curses. Pinned by his attacker’s weight, all
Hidetado could do was whip downwards with the stolen weapon. The long knife
slashed through his assailant’s eyes and nose. Blinded, the man rolled off him
with a loud shriek and into the oncoming path of the other assassin.
The third killer, this one a woman, got tangled up in her companion’s legs
and tumbled. Her sword flashed. Hidetado roared as white pain erupted in his
abdomen.
The female assassin went to strike again, but the old samurai was quicker.
Swearing, he drove the sword through her open mouth and deep into her
windpipe. He twisted it once. Twice. She made an ugly cawing sound, glaring up
at the naked old man that had slain her, then slumped.
Hidetado rolled to his knees, leaving the blade wedged in her throat.
Meanwhile, the second assassin continued to screech. The man careened from
one wall of the bathhouse to the next, clutching at his slashed eyes with one hand
and desperately feeling for an exit.
Feeling strangely centred, Hidetado bent and picked up the dead woman’s
fallen katana. Hot steam, cold fury, he thought.
He lifted the sword high and swept downwards, taking the blinded ninja’s
outstretched arm first. Savouring his would-be assassin’s screams, the old samurai
waited another moment before claiming the man’s head.
The shrieks ended.
Hidetado steadied himself to examine the blade of his assailant. Even through
the swirling vapour, the style of smithing was unmistakable. That sort of ashcoloured tamahagane steel was signature to only one clan he knew.
This blade is Yamayohei-forged, he cursed. All my fears bear fruit. We are betrayed.
With his throat still dripping blood and nursing the long red slash in his
gut, Hidetado limped from the bathhouse. He stepped from steam into smoke.
Outside, the rest of the compound, including the primary Aoyotakan residence
was in flames. Aghast, Hidetado looked up as the gabled roof of the mansion’s
central pagoda caved in, sending a shower of sparks up into the night sky.
Screams.
He spun to see a couple of house servants fleeing across the garden towards
him. They cried out then tumbled, black-fletched arrows buried in their spines.
There were more shouts and bird-like whistles. A volley of arrows thudded into
the bathhouse door behind Hidetado’s head. Another shaft whistled past his ear.
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The hatamoto spotted blue-masked figures leaping along the top of the inner
wall towards him, their bows raised.
He made a decision. If Lord Jensu and his heirs are still inside the main
compound, then they are already dead. I must alert my sons. Only then can we seek
vengeance for this betrayal together.
Hidetado turned and dashed for the rear door to his garden. His only thought
was he had to reach his horse.
It became a blur after that. He slew another shinobi inside the stables. Much
like the assassins who tried to murder him in the bathhouse, the Yamayohei
was dressed in blue robes and seemed to be in the process of rounding up any
mounts or means of escape from external structures outside the main wall.
The shinobi never heard the old samurai slip inside, nor had time to cry out
before he was cut down from behind.
There was no time for a saddle. Hidetado dragged himself up onto the back
his favourite mare, grimacing at the crimson smear that his belly left on its coat.
If I can reach the forest’s edge, maybe I’ll have a chance. Maybe...
Bunching the mare’s mane in his fist, Hidetado bent low and gave the horse
its head. It burst out of the stables at a gallop, scattering clods of earth. A hail
of arrows peppered the ground in its wake. One shaft, however, found its mark,
burying itself deep in Hidetado’s upper thigh.
He cried out in pain, yet somehow clung on.
The last his pursuers saw of the old samurai was the white moon of his bare
arse as it disappeared into the darkened line of trees.
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CHAPTER 11:
The ninja

T

HE NINJA LEADER stepped out of the shadows to study the identical
twins that lay entwined in the straw of the stable floor. One boy was
dead. Eyes open but unseeing. The other was breathing; his eyes closed
and a ragged pulse hammering in his throat.
The other shinobi in the stables remained still, awaiting their orders. As their
leader appraised the unconscious boy, a second ninja, much taller and more
powerfully built, appeared at his side. Removing his mask, the man’s heavy
brow and thick black beard gave away his barbarian heritage.
‘Oyabun,’ he said. ‘What do you intend to do here?’
‘How do you mean, Seiji?’
‘Your orders were explicit. Kill Jensu Aoyotaka. End his line.’
‘Yes.’
‘Then the samurai boy must die.’
The leader paused. ‘And yet, you saw what I saw, did you not?’
The big ninja named Seiji gave a grunt. ‘If you mean I saw him slay some of
our brothers and sisters, then yes.’
‘I gather you deem it unwise to spare him, then?’
‘Spare him?’ Seiji was astounded. ‘Why even consider such a thing? He is the
child of our enemy.’
‘An enemy who was once a friend.’
‘A friend who allowed our people to be butchered.’
‘True. Yet you witnessed what this mere boy managed to do, all on his own?’
Seiji weighed his answer. ‘It was the tricked blade.’
‘No, he killed three men before he even picked up his father’s wakizashi.’
‘He was lucky. That is all.’
The leader tilted his head, as though amused by the notion. ‘That business
with the horse was just luck? Seiji, this child just slew four of our trained ninja in
as many seconds. I have never seen anything like it. Have you?’
‘Adrenaline, then. A fluke. What does it matter? I fail to see how sparing one
of Jensu Aoyotaka’s heirs benefits our cause.’
‘A fluke? Another interesting choice of words. Because I keep playing the
same question over and over in my mind. Did we really just witness a fluke?
What do you think poor Noji-san over there might have to say about that?’
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The grey-eyed ninja strode over to the stable entrance to nudge the dead man
by the door with his boot. ‘A victim of mere chance, you think? No, I think not.
I believe what this boy did was something else entirely.’
‘Even so, we cannot…’
The leader became very still. ‘Are you questioning my command, Seiji?’
‘Never, oyabun. As your waka-gashira, I only wished to…’
‘Good, then,’ the leader interrupted. ‘The boy lives. For now.’
He turned to address the rest of the group. ‘Harken, all of you. From this
moment forth, I hereby declare this child to be under my protection, and I bind
every brother and sister here to an oath of silence. Everything that transpired
at these stables is now our secret and ours alone; from Lady Nayina’s nearescape, to the death of our warriors at the hand of her son, to my decision to
spare the Aoyotaka boy. These events are never to be spoken of again, even to
your fellow ninja at Tanken no Yosei. Upon pain of death, do you understand?
If anyone asks, the boy was an injured orphan we came across on the ride home.
You shall not whisper his true identity to your wives, your husbands, your
lovers or your closest friends. Not even the gods you confide in are to know
who the boy truly is.’ He paused. ‘Am I clear?’
The ninja gathered in the stables glanced uneasily at one another, but they
nodded. ‘Yes, oyabun.’
‘Break this vow, for any reason, and I shall show no mercy to you or those
you love. Swear your silence to me now. Here. Now. Forever.’
‘We so swear, oyabun.’ As one, they knelt.
The leader stepped forward, meeting each of their eyes. ‘Allow me, then, to
swear something to you in return. There shall come a day when I reward each
one of you for your loyalty. I shall not forget this.’
The shinobi returned his bow.
‘Very well, then.’ The leader gestured. ‘We bring the boy with us.’
‘NO! GANATA!’ An anguished cry came from outside, becoming a moan of
grief and then a snarl of rage. A moment later, the heavy wooden doors flew open
and a new ninja burst into the stables. Spotting the unconscious boy sprawled
in the straw, he began shoving his way past the others and raised his sword.
The leader stepped forward. ‘Stop, son.’
The newcomer froze. ‘What?’ He tore off his mask. He was a young man,
dark-eyed and full-lipped, his face flushed by fury. ‘The Aoyotaka brat must die!’
‘No, Todeo.’ The leader’s tone was sympathetic but firm. ‘It is over. No more.’
‘You cannot be serious, father? He slew Ganata! He killed my…’ The younger
man hesitated. ‘This samurai whelp killed one of our clansmen. More than one!
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Noji. Suke. Dinto… all dead at this child’s hand. And you intend to spare him?’
‘I do not intend.’ Steel crept into the grey-eyed man’s voice. ‘I have decreed it.’
‘But why, father?’ The younger ninja pointed his sword at the prone child.
‘I beg you. Allow me to end him here and now. I must avenge my… my friend.’
The ashen eyes flashed. ‘You may be my son, Todeo, but I am also your
oyabun. So, I will warn you for the last time – never ever question my ruling in
the middle of a mission again.’
Fuming, the young ninja shouldered his fellow shinobi aside to leave.
‘Son?’
The one called Todeo stopped but did not turn.
The leader spoke again. ‘Like everyone else in this stable, you are expressly
forbidden to speak a word of this. The boy’s identity is to remain secret until
I decide how he might serve as an asset to the clan.’
‘An asset?’ Todeo was derisive.
‘Do you understand me, son?’
‘Oh, I understand.’ Todeo spat in the straw. ‘Father.’ He shoved the stable door
open and was gone.
There was silence. The big bearded ninja glowered in the darkness.
‘Go ahead, waka-gashira,’ the leader sighed. ‘Speak your mind.’
Seiji hesitated. ‘What would you have me say, oyabun? That I sympathise
with Todeo? Well, I do. It is only just that your son seek vengeance for the
slaying of his friend.’
‘You think I do not mourn Ganata? I mourn him like I mourn every other
Yamayohei who fell tonight. But I’m also not blind. Every ninja standing in
these stables knows that Ganata was much more than just a friend to my son.’
‘Perhaps Todeo feels some shame over the nature of their… bond.’
‘As do I. But not the kind most might think. My shame is that my son stood
there defying me in front of every single one of you, demanding the right to
avenge his lover’s death, and yet could not bring himself to honour Ganata’s
life by uttering out loud what he really meant to him.’
The big ninja pondered this.
‘Let me put it this way, Seiji,’ the leader went on. ‘As Todeo’s father, what
honour do I extend our dead clanfolk by granting him permission to murder
an unconscious child out of rage and reflex?’
‘Forgive me, oyabun.’ Seiji bowed. ‘Having no sons of my own, you are far
wiser than I in such matters.’
‘That I am.’ The leader clicked his fingers at one of the other shinobi. ‘We take
the Aoyotaka boy with us. Johu, pick him up.’
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The one called Johu bent and scooped Kiyoshi up in his arms.
‘Johu-san.’
‘Yes, oyabun?’
‘You saw how angry and vengeful my son is. When Todeo gets like that,
he tends to act irrationally. Therefore, I trust you to ensure the Aoyotaka boy
comes to no further harm, accidental or otherwise. Fail me in this capacity, and
I shall have your nephews boiled alive while you watch. Are we clear?’
Under his blue mask, Johu paled. ‘Yes, oyabun.’ Cradling the unconscious boy
to his chest, he left the stable.
‘Oyabun, if I may…’ Seiji coughed. ‘Todeo was correct in one aspect.’
The leader stiffened. ‘Go on.’
‘Sooner or later, the neighbouring samurai clans shall learn of Lord Jensu’s
assassination. Depending on which family arrives on the scene first—either the
Obanaiga or Otsukagi clan—once they’ve finished plundering whatever riches
they can pull from the ruins, duty will compel them to notify the Palace and
file a report of the daimyo’s death with Shogun Hoshinaya. It’s likely the
Shogun shall then order any witnesses be thoroughly interrogated.’
‘Which is why there shall be no witnesses, but plenty of evidence to confirm
Lord Jensu was, indeed, slain by the warrior monks.’
‘Nonetheless, oyabun, we should expect that whatever ashes remain will be
thoroughly sifted by Inquisitorial agents.’
‘Again, this is something we foresaw already, Seiji. There is no need to reiterate
the entire plan to me.’
‘No, but I suspect the Shogun might also give orders that the heads of
Lord Aoyotaka and Lady Nayina be retrieved. He may wish to identify them
for himself.’
‘So, what of it?’
‘Well, the Shogun may also wish to sight the heads of Lord Jensu’s two heirs.
If only to ensure there aren’t any inconvenient claims made on the Aoyotakan
fiefdom down the track.’
‘Ah, a very good point.’ The leader gazed down at the dead boy lying in the
straw. ‘So, the problem now is we only have the head of one twin handy, when
in fact we need two?’
Seiji bowed. ‘As you say, oyabun.’
‘Then I suppose we had better provide our noble Shogun with a suitably
matching pair of trophies.’
The leader signalled another shinobi over. A fierce-eyed ninjess named Payugi,
she listened as he gave orders. ‘You are to locate the fishmonger on the southern
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outskirts of Aodaisho. His house is down by the river near the waterwheel.
The man has twin boys of similar age to our late daimyo’s two lads. I recall Lord
Jensu mentioning to me once that he allowed his sons to play with them on
occasion.’ He paused. ‘You understand what you must do, Payugi-san?
The ninjess nodded.
‘Good. Ensure there is no one who can identify the fishmonger’s boys as
anyone other than the twin heirs of our newly deceased lordship. Am I being
clear enough?’
‘You are, oyabun.’
Payugi took another three shinobi with her and vanished into the night.
Meanwhile, the leader turned back to the remaining ninja waiting quietly in
the darkness and selected one man. ‘Oni-san, you shall have the honour of
fetching me Lord Jensu’s head. Make sure you mount it and Lady Nayina’s head,
along with those of their samurai generals, above the gate to the main complex.’
Oni bowed and disappeared.
The leader addressed the rest of the waiting ninja. ‘The rest of you, carve the
symbol of the Abandoned Goddess into the fortress gates. Paint it elsewhere on
the outer walls of the compound in blood. Once you are done, torch the main
residence and every other building inside the central complex. Slay any servant
or member of the house you find hiding. Allow none to escape. Understood?’
‘Hai, oyabun!’
Seiji gave additional instructions. ‘Remember: we take the bodies of our
fallen with us. Any trace, no matter how small, must be eradicated. That means
retrieving every weapon. Reclaiming every arrow or shuriken. Do not miscount.
What happened here tonight must never be attributed to our clan. Do you
understand?’
‘Hai!’ The shinobi bowed together. ‘We do, waka-gashira.’
‘Go then.’
As one, the remaining ninja darted off. They passed two more shinobi
entering the stables in a rush. ‘Kemuri. Fuya.’ The leader beckoned them over.
‘Speaking of heads that require urgent collection, I hope you have good news
for me. What of the old one-eyed hatamoto?’
Both ninja knelt, breathless. The one called Kemuri hung his head. ‘I regret
to inform you that Prime-General Hidetado Ierugami has slipped our net,
oyabun,’ he said. ‘Three of our shinobi were found dead in the old man’s
bathhouse. Another was slain in a small set of stables just outside the northeastern wall of the gardens.’
The leader glanced at Seiji. This news was not good.
‘How did this happen?’ The big ninja fumed. ‘Report.’
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‘Forgive us, waka-gashira.’ Kemuri stared at the ground. ‘Our adavnce
schematics of the main compound and its adjoining structures never revealed
the hatamoto maintained a rear exit to his quarters, nor that any private stables
other than these were built beyond the outer wall.’
‘He escaped?’
‘Yes, waka-gashira. On horseback.’
‘Fools!’
The one called Fuya spoke up. ‘The old man is badly injured, waka-gashira.
It appears he was wounded during the fight with our ninja, and was struck
by at least one arrow. He has left a trail of blood through the forest. Several of
our ninja are already in pursuit. He shall not evade us for long.’
Seiji’s gaze narrowed. ‘This is not acceptable. Find him. Take whatever men we
can spare. Bring the oyabun his head. Do not fail again.’
‘We shall not, waka-gashira.’
The two ninja ran off, leaving the leader and his lieutenant alone in the
darkened stables. ‘Do you think the wily old dog will guess it was us, Seiji?’
The big man scowled. ‘Hidetado Ierugami is no fool.’
‘All the more imperative he is caught and silenced quickly, then. This cannot
come back on us.’
‘I understand, oyabun.’
‘See to it personally.’
‘At once.’ Seiji went to move off.
‘Wait,’ the leader sighed. ‘One more thing.’
‘Yes?’
‘When our squadron departs, we must make doubly sure that mutecloth is
properly affixed to all our mounts’ hooves. We cannot afford to be tracked.’
‘Every foot of every horse shall be inspected before we ride.’
‘Make it so.’
Seiji disappeared silently.
The leader strolled outside to see the entire Aoyotakan compound was now
on fire. The night air smelled of smoke, straw and blood, and the roar of the
flames was a hot wind in his ears. On the path, he spied the headless body of
Lady Nayina laying in a crumpled heap.
He exhaled slowly, closing his eyes. What have I done? Then he remembered
his daughter’s burnt bones. What else could I do?
From somewhere up in the compound there came a muted crash as another
section of the main roof collapsed upon itself. Flumes of dark grey smoke coiled
upwards, blotting out the stars. Orange sparks whooshed up to replace them.
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With a grim smile, Masaru Ishigo-mata, oyabun of the Yamayohei clan, turned
to watch House Aoyotaka burn. Before long, the flames began to dance and leap
in the iron filings of his eyes.
It is still dark, he thought abstractly. Dawn seems but a dream.
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